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What Is Emotional Intelligence 
 

The The The The dictionarydictionarydictionarydictionary    defines emotional intelligence as….defines emotional intelligence as….defines emotional intelligence as….defines emotional intelligence as….    

“the capacity to be aware of, control, and express one's emotions, and to handle interpersonal 

relationships judiciously and empathetically. Emotional intelligence is the key to both personal 

and professional success.” 

The term emotional intelligence was first used by Jack Mayer and Peter Salovey.The term emotional intelligence was first used by Jack Mayer and Peter Salovey.The term emotional intelligence was first used by Jack Mayer and Peter Salovey.The term emotional intelligence was first used by Jack Mayer and Peter Salovey. Salovey was Yale 

University’s president while Mayer was a professor 

at the University of New Hampshire. They created 

the term and the EI theory itself 

(http://docplayer.net/21103993-Emotional-

intelligence-implications-for-personal-social-

academic-and-workplace-success.html).  

What their work demonstrated, was how emotions 

could impact the behavior and thought process of 

an individual. That was in 1990.  

And a few years later, Mayer gavAnd a few years later, Mayer gavAnd a few years later, Mayer gavAnd a few years later, Mayer gave HBR a refined definition…e HBR a refined definition…e HBR a refined definition…e HBR a refined definition…    

“From a scientific (rather than a popular) standpoint, emotional intelligence is the ability to 

accurately perceive your own and others’ emotions; to understand the signals that emotions send 

about relationships; and to manage your own and others’ emotions. It doesn’t necessarily include 

the qualities (like optimism, initiative, and self-confidence) that some popular definitions ascribe 

to it.” 

Since the 90s, experts in the field have continued to build on that theory in a bid to refine what 

really lies at the core of EI. It isn’t just about knowing what emotions that you are experiencing. 

It’s about using those emotions to inform your thought process and in turn, using your thought 
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process to inform those emotions. It is all about having a keen awareness of how your behaviors 

and decisions are driven by your emotions.  

In an article posted on The In an article posted on The In an article posted on The In an article posted on The HuffingtonHuffingtonHuffingtonHuffington    Post, Dr. Patty Ann Tublin says,Post, Dr. Patty Ann Tublin says,Post, Dr. Patty Ann Tublin says,Post, Dr. Patty Ann Tublin says, "arguably, a high level of 

emotional intelligence trumps a high level of IQ every time. No one really cares how smart you 

are if you cannot get along with people. If people find you to be abrasive divisive and/or 

obnoxious, your career and business will take a direct hit as a consequence of your behavior. No 

one will want to work with – or for you. You’re not that smart that people will be willing to 

tolerate you making them feel miserable, stupid, and angry or any other negative emotion(s) no 

one in their right mind wants to experience." 

Sara Canaday, a leadership speaker and author recently told CNN thatSara Canaday, a leadership speaker and author recently told CNN thatSara Canaday, a leadership speaker and author recently told CNN thatSara Canaday, a leadership speaker and author recently told CNN that    "Emotional intelligence is 

being smart about your feelings. It's how to use your emotions to inform your thinking and use 

your thinking to inform your emotions. It's having an awareness of how your emotions drive your 

decisions and behaviors, so you can effectively engage with and influence others. Individuals who 

are emotionally intelligent tend to be empathetic, can look at situations from an alternative point 

of view, are considered open-minded, bounce back from challenges and pursue their goals 

despite any obstacles they might face." 

Ten years afterTen years afterTen years afterTen years after    thethethethe    Emotional Intelligence term wasEmotional Intelligence term wasEmotional Intelligence term wasEmotional Intelligence term was    firstfirstfirstfirst    coined at Yale, Rutgers psychologist coined at Yale, Rutgers psychologist coined at Yale, Rutgers psychologist coined at Yale, Rutgers psychologist 

Daniel Goleman developed the concept as to its importance to business leadership.Daniel Goleman developed the concept as to its importance to business leadership.Daniel Goleman developed the concept as to its importance to business leadership.Daniel Goleman developed the concept as to its importance to business leadership.    

 According to an article Goleman wrote in 1998 for HBR, “What Makes a Leader” he states, 

“The most effective leaders are all alike in one crucial way: they all have a high degree of what 

has come to be known as emotional intelligence. It’s not that IQ and technical skills are irrelevant. 

They do matter, but…they are the entry-level requirements for executive positions. My research, 

along with other recent studies, clearly shows that emotional intelligence is the sine qua non of 

leadership. Without it, a person can have the best training in the world, an incisive, analytical 

mind, and an endless supply of smart ideas, but he still won’t make a great leader.” 
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In his book, “Working with Emotional Intelligence” Goleman defines emotional intelligence asIn his book, “Working with Emotional Intelligence” Goleman defines emotional intelligence asIn his book, “Working with Emotional Intelligence” Goleman defines emotional intelligence asIn his book, “Working with Emotional Intelligence” Goleman defines emotional intelligence as 

“the capacity for recognizing our own feelings and those of others, for motivating ourselves, and 

for managing emotions well in ourselves and in our relationships.” 

Sound emotional health is the center of Emotional Intelligence in that it allows us to recognize 

and manage all of your emotions, as well as the emotions of people around us. 
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Emotional Intelligence Can Be Developed 

Emotional intelligence (EQ) is inherently different from intellect. You IQ (intellectual quotient) is 

the ability to learn, and it never changes throughout your life span. 

 On the other hand, EQ is a flexible set of skills that can be 

learned, acquired, honed and improved over time. While it is 

true that some people naturally have a high level of 

emotional intelligence, it can be developed in anyone. 

Book smarts and street smarts can only take you so far, 

emotional smarts are often overlooked while being a critical 

aspect of the overall health and wellness of each and every 

individual. 

Everyone can benefit from a high level of Emotional Intelligence, from CEO’s of top companies, 

to the homemaker down the street, it is the key to professional, social and personal success and 

your overall wellbeing and contentment in life.  
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Emotional Intelligence: The Science 
 

There are a vast amount of studies showing the many great benefits of high emotional There are a vast amount of studies showing the many great benefits of high emotional There are a vast amount of studies showing the many great benefits of high emotional There are a vast amount of studies showing the many great benefits of high emotional 

intellintellintellintelligence, here are some notable entries.igence, here are some notable entries.igence, here are some notable entries.igence, here are some notable entries.    

“Studies show that people with higher emotional intelligence testing scores are more socially 

competent and enjoy higher quality relationships” (Brackett, Warner, &Bosco, 2005; Brackett et 

al., 2006a; Lopes, Salovey, Coˆte´, & Beers, 2005; Lopes et al., 2003, 2004) 

One study found a positive relationship between self-esteem and emotional intelligence. 

(Relationship between Emotional Intelligence and Self Esteem among Pakistani University 

Students, Bibi, et al, 2016) 

TalentSmart tested emotional intelligence in the workplace alongside 33 other critical skills 

needed at work, and they found that emotional intelligence to be “the strongest predictor of 

performance, explaining a full 58% of success in all types of jobs." 

The international search firm Egon Zehnder International studied 515 senior executives and 

found those who had the highest emotional intelligence levels were more likely to succeed as 

compared to those with very high IQs or even those with a lot of job experience. 

According to a report published by Yale University researchers, "the most common complaints 

that lead people to psychotherapy are anxiety and depression. The skills associated with 

emotional intelligence, therefore, should help individuals to deal effectively with unpleasant 

emotions and to promote pleasant emotions in order to promote both personal growth and well 

being.” 

A study by KRW International, found that “CEOs whose employees gave them high marks for 

character had an average return on assets of 9.35% over a two-year period.” This rating is five 

times higher than those who were marked with low character ratings. 

(https://hbr.org/2015/04/measuring-the-return-on-character)  
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30 Benefits Of Raising Your Emotional Intelligence 

While there are tests available, it’s difficult to truly measure emotional intelligence. However, 

you don’t need to measure it with a score to see the benefits of having a high level of emotional 

intelligence. So, you don’t need to take a test to 

determine whether you display the typical 

behaviors of someone who has a high EQ. 

There are a variety of benefits that are associated 

with high EQ. You may find that some of these are 

present in your life, and it could be because you 

have a high EQ. We all have some level of 

emotional intelligence, it’s just that some of us 

have a higher level of it.  

According to a report published by Yale University researchers, "the most common complaints 

that lead people to psychotherapy are anxiety and depression. The skills associated with 

emotional intelligence, therefore, should help individuals to deal effectively with unpleasant 

emotions and to promote pleasant emotions in order to promote both personal growth and well 

being." 

Yale University reports that “Indeed, people with higher MSCEIT scores tend to be more socially 

competent, to have better quality relationships, and to be viewed as more interpersonally 

sensitive than those with lower MSCEIT scores (Brackett, Warner, &Bosco, 2005; Brackett et al., 

2006a; Lopes, Salovey, Coˆte´, & Beers, 2005; Lopes et al.,2003, 2004).” 

Another study found that EI influences how well employees interact with their colleagues, how 

they manage stress, conflict and their general job performance (Ashkanasy & Daus, 2005; Lopes, 

Coˆte´, & Salovey, 2006a).  
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Your EQ influences how you socialize, network, and how you manage your behavior. It’s what 

helps you make the decisions that will bring the best results. Besides the very impressive benefit 

of improved job performance, there are many other very real benefits.  

Let’s take a look at the biggest Let’s take a look at the biggest Let’s take a look at the biggest Let’s take a look at the biggest benefits of having high emotional intelligence. benefits of having high emotional intelligence. benefits of having high emotional intelligence. benefits of having high emotional intelligence.  

1.1.1.1. You Can Learn ItYou Can Learn ItYou Can Learn ItYou Can Learn It 

Before we can go any further, we have to talk about the most important thing about 

emotional intelligence. While some people may seem more naturally emotionally 

intelligent, it’s something that you can learn. That is absolutely a benefit, as other traits 

are genetic. This isn’t. You can develop it with practice.  

2.2.2.2. Reduction In Bullying Reduction In Bullying Reduction In Bullying Reduction In Bullying     

It makes sense that when someone is able to understand their emotions and those of 

others, there is a reduction in bullying. We are able to control emotions and react 

appropriately to the emotions of others. This helps us prevent harm against others as a 

result of how we feel internally. The natural result of this is that we have a more 

compassionate environment.     

3.3.3.3. A Better Social Life A Better Social Life A Better Social Life A Better Social Life     

People can be thoroughly exhausting, but for people with a high EQ, it’s easier to relate 

to others. This ability allows them to build closer relationships, as well as attracting 

people to their social circle. It helps create a deeper level of perception, which benefits 

everyone around you.  
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4.4.4.4.     No SelfNo SelfNo SelfNo Self----SabotageSabotageSabotageSabotage    

Unfortunately, many of us are guilty of acting against our best interests. Luckily, a high 

level of emotional intelligence is one of the best ways to overcome this behavior. You’re 

less likely to engage in behaviors believed to be self-destructive.  

When compared to the general population, high EQ people are less likely to binge drink, 

smoke, take drugs, and commit violent acts. 

This, according to the University of California, 

Berkeley 

(http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2012/281019).     

5.5.5.5. Decisiveness Decisiveness Decisiveness Decisiveness     

It’s much easier to make decisions based on 

emotions. A series of logical decisions 

requires an evaluation of each scenario. However, emotions always play a role. When you 

have a high EQ, it’s much easier to analyze situations to come to a clear decision quickly.  

6.6.6.6. Transcendent Transcendent Transcendent Transcendent     

There is a lot of talk about transferable skills. For example, if you have a skill for typing 

that isn’t going to translate into every industry. However, a high level of emotional 

intelligence is applicable to every industry. It’s truly transcendent, as you can apply it in 

any and every situation.  

7.7.7.7. No Perfectionism No Perfectionism No Perfectionism No Perfectionism     

People often speak of perfectionism as though it’s a good thing. It isn’t, it can be 

debilitating. It causes procrastination and makes progress almost impossible. Luckily, high 

EQ people don’t need to worry about falling into the trap of perfectionism. They know 

that there is no such thing, which means they can easily push forward. A mistake isn’t the 

worst thing that can happen, it’s simply something that requires adjustment.     
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8.8.8.8. A Healthy Balance A Healthy Balance A Healthy Balance A Healthy Balance     

One of the most important aspects of life and self-care is striking a healthy balance 

between work and play. If you spend all of your time at work, eat junk food, fuel your life 

with caffeine and ignore your health… well, that’s just no use to anyone.  

High EQ people understand that work and play are required for a full and healthy life. For 

example, you may turn off your electronics and take a weekend out. Or, it might just be a 

few hours of stress-free relaxation. Whatever helps them manage stress.     

9.9.9.9. ChangChangChangChange Is Good e Is Good e Is Good e Is Good     

A lot of people struggle with change. It can be terrifying. However, high EQ people 

welcome change because they understand that it’s 

a natural part of life. Change doesn’t mean a 

hindrance to success. It just means adapting to 

those changes and creating a plan that will help 

them succeed. So, with great EQ comes 

adaptability.     

10.10.10.10. No Distractions No Distractions No Distractions No Distractions     

We mentioned how perfectionism can lead to perfectionism. Well, a lack of EQ can lead 

to someone being easily distracted. You know that one person in your office who is 

impossible to distract? They are super focused and able to resist their phone, random 

thoughts, and surroundings as they work? That’s the person with high EQ.     

11.11.11.11. Empathy Empathy Empathy Empathy     

 According to psychologist Daniel Goleman, there are five main components to EQ. One 

of those is empathy (https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/12/05/are-you-emotionally-

intel_n_4371920.html). The ability to show compassion, to show empathy to others, and 

to relate to and be curious about strangers are all key. They are the people at your party 
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who ask questions when they sit down with someone they never met. They’re naturally 

curious about others.     

12.12.12.12. Weaknesses & StrengthWeaknesses & StrengthWeaknesses & StrengthWeaknesses & Strengthssss    

High EQ people don’t just know what they’re great at. They are equally as aware of what 

they’re not good at. It isn’t just about accepting 

that your weaknesses exist. It’s accepting those 

weaknesses and learning how to make the most of 

your strengths to strike a healthy balance.  

This is also something that helps leaders determine 

what they should delegate. They know they are 

better at certain things, thus having others pick up 

the slack. It isn’t just good for them, it’s good for others, and for business.  

13.13.13.13. MotivatedMotivatedMotivatedMotivated    

People with a high EQ don’t need a reward to motivate themselves to achieve their goals. 

They are naturally goal oriented and will go out and make it happen.     

14.14.14.14. Living in the PresentLiving in the PresentLiving in the PresentLiving in the Present    

We all have regrets, well… except for high EQ individuals. Why? They’re far too busy 

living in the present and working to the future to worry about what happened in the past. 

They understand that their past mistakes will consume them. This will just result in 

additional stress and it will impact your mental health.    

15.15.15.15. OptimistsOptimistsOptimistsOptimists    

High EQ people don’t get caught up in the negatives of life. Instead, they are devoted to 

putting their energy into solutions. They can find the positive in any situation and will 

always be the ones coming up with new ideas. If you know someone who constantly 
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complains, well, they’re the low EQ individual in your life. High EQ people seek out other 

positive people and surround themselves with positivity.     

16.16.16.16. Healthy BoundariesHealthy BoundariesHealthy BoundariesHealthy Boundaries    

The picture we are painting may suggest to you that high EQ people are pushovers. The 

truth is, they’re not. Their compassion and positivity don’t make them a target. Instead, 

they are able to set healthy boundaries. They aren’t afraid to say no because they are 

invested in their self-care.     

17.17.17.17. A Strong Emotional Vocabulary A Strong Emotional Vocabulary A Strong Emotional Vocabulary A Strong Emotional Vocabulary     

We know that everyone experiences 

emotions. However, only some of us can 

identify them accurately when we 

experience them. Naturally, this is 

problematic. How can you process 

emotions if you are incapable of labeling 

them? It’s this misunderstanding of our 

emotions that results in counterproductive behavior and an inability to make sound 

decisions.  

Luckily, high EQ people are able to label and process their emotions. They’re aware of 

when they feel frustrated or irritable, they can tell the difference between those 

emotions and anxiety. This means they can determine what is causing it and what action 

they should take to deal with it.     

18.18.18.18. A Curiosity About Others A Curiosity About Others A Curiosity About Others A Curiosity About Others     

 You may be reading many of these points thinking you will never attain this as you’re an 

introvert. Introverts can be emotionally intelligent, as anyone can be empathetic. With 
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empathy comes curiosity. So, if you care about others and you are interested in what 

they are going through then you are curious about others.  

19.19.19.19. Character Recognition Character Recognition Character Recognition Character Recognition     

A high EQ supports social awareness. It’s an ability to read others, understand who they 

are, what they’re about, and what they’re going through. All of this improves your ability 

to judge character. While some people see others as a mystery, high EQ people really get 

people. They see through the act.     

20.20.20.20. A Thick SkinA Thick SkinA Thick SkinA Thick Skin    

People with a high EQ are confident in who they are, which means they are unflappable. 

It doesn’t matter how hard someone tries, it’s difficult to penetrate that thick skin. 

They’re fine with others poking fun at them and they can make a joke about themselves, 

too. They are adept at drawing a line in the mental sand between humiliation and laughs.     

21.21.21.21. NoNoNoNo    

People with a high EQ don’t behave impulsively. They can delay gratification and display 

self-control. According to researchers from the University of California, San Francisco, 

people who struggle to say no are more likely to burn out 

(https://www.forbes.com/sites/travisbradberry/2013/03/11/the-art-of-saying-

no/#19d78bca4ca8).  

Not just burn out, they are also more prone to depression. So, the ability to say no is 

bigger than just getting stuck with someone else’s shift or, staying late at work. It’s 

cumulative and it’s stressing you out. Luckily, a high EQ means that you can say no, 

whether it’s to others or yourself.     

22.22.22.22. Let It Go Let It Go Let It Go Let It Go     
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There is something to be said for the ability to put distance between you and your 

failures. You don’t need to forget they ever happened. In fact, what high EQ individuals 

are able to do is refer to those failures as a learning curve and move forward with that. 

There’s a difference between remembering mistakes and dwelling on them. Dwelling 

results in anxiety, while remembering allows you to avoid repetition.     

23.23.23.23. You Can Give WitYou Can Give WitYou Can Give WitYou Can Give Without Receivinghout Receivinghout Receivinghout Receiving    

The ability to present someone with a gift and not expect anything in return speaks to 

your compassion for others. High EQ people think about others often. So, when someone 

has a conversation on a particular subject and then follows up by providing them with a 

book on the topic, it shows they have a high EQ.  

It isn’t about giving a gift, it’s not about 

giving something to get something 

back. Instead, it’s indicative of their 

ability to build strong and healthy 

relationships.     

24.24.24.24. No GrudgesNo GrudgesNo GrudgesNo Grudges    

Some people pride themselves on their ability to hold onto a grudge. However, the 

negative emotions that are connected to that grudge cause you stress. It constantly 

invites your body into a fight or flight state.  

Stress can wreak serious havoc on your overall health and wellness. It can result in high 

blood pressure and lead to heart disease (https://www.heart.org/en/healthy-

living/healthy-lifestyle/stress-management/stress-and-heart-health). High EQ people 

understand the importance of stress management and letting go of grudges is a big part 

of that.     

25.25.25.25. Toxic Waste ManagementToxic Waste ManagementToxic Waste ManagementToxic Waste Management    
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 In terms of managing people, the most exasperating part is handling difficult people. 

High EQ people, though, manage toxic people by managing their own emotions. They 

take a rational approach to confrontations and they don’t allow their own emotions to 

fuel the situation.  

Another key component to managing toxic people is the ability to see things from their 

perspective. This facilitates the conversation and helps find solutions.     

26.26.26.26. Gratitude Gratitude Gratitude Gratitude     

According to the University of California, Davis people who show gratitude experience a 

higher level of well-being 

(https://www.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/medicalcenter/features/2015-

2016/11/20151125_gratitude.html). It improves your mood and increases your energy 

levels. This is something high EQ people are on board with. They take time out to 

consider what they are grateful for.     

27.27.27.27. No StimulantsNo StimulantsNo StimulantsNo Stimulants    

This isn’t the same as self-sabotage. So many of us fuel our lives with caffeine. We are 

exhausted and always in need of a pick me up. The problem is that it keeps us in a 

constant state of hyper-awareness.  

This can allow your emotions to run rampant. High EQ people don’t chase caffeine to fuel 

them because they know how detrimental it can be. That doesn’t mean they don’t enjoy 

a cup, it means they don’t drink five of them before most people are awake.     

28.28.28.28. Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep     

Sleep is the key to managing stress and increasing EQ. it’s your brain’s chance to 

download memories and recharge your batteries. High EQ people understand that 

without sleep, their memory, focus, and self-control will suffer.  
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29.29.29.29. Positive AffirmationsPositive AffirmationsPositive AffirmationsPositive Affirmations    

When you allow negative self-talk to continue you are giving it power and control over 

you. High EQ individuals deal with negative self-talk as soon as it appears. They do this by 

replacing these negative thoughts with positive affirmations. It’s natural for negative 

thoughts to crop up. It’s how your brain deals with a perceived threat. A high EQ person 

can sift through those negative 

thoughts and move them toward 

positivity.     

30.30.30.30. JoyJoyJoyJoy    

If you derive your joy from others, 

then you are not the master of your happiness. That’s something that low EQ people do. 

When high EQ people feel great about an achievement they don’t let anyone get them 

down. You can’t turn off your natural reaction, but you can stop yourself from making 

comparisons. You can also learn to take opinions and reactions from others with a grain 

of salt. They don’t define your self-worth. You do. 
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Signs Of Low Emotional Intelligence 

Whether you’re aware of it or not, a low emotional intelligence is an issue that can influence 

every area of your life. Many experts are of the opinion that your emotional intelligence has 

more sway over your happiness and success than your 

IQ. Emotional intelligence can impact how you interact 

with yourself, your life and the people around you. It is 

key to personal and professional success.  

There are a number of issues and signs which could 

indicate that you suffer from a low emotional 

intelligence. Don’t panic if you tick a lot of these boxes, 

it’s possible to grow your emotional intelligence levels.  

•••• Constantly Arguing Constantly Arguing Constantly Arguing Constantly Arguing ––––    we all know someone who 

is seems to be constantly immersed in drama. 

They are always arguing with others. That’s 

because people with low EI struggle with 

understanding the emotions of other people. So, 

they keep pushing and arguing because they 

can’t contemplate how the other person feels.     

•••• Inability to Understand the Feelings of Others Inability to Understand the Feelings of Others Inability to Understand the Feelings of Others Inability to Understand the Feelings of Others –––– and carrying on from the last point… a 

sign of low intelligence is an inability to understand the feelings of others. People who are 

completely oblivious as to what someone else may be feeling. They don’t understand that 

people are irritated by them. It’s also common for them to react with annoyance at the 

fact that they are expected to know how someone else feels. Essentially, the entire idea 

of emotions is exasperating to low EI people.     

•••• The Belief That Everyone Is Overly Sensitive The Belief That Everyone Is Overly Sensitive The Belief That Everyone Is Overly Sensitive The Belief That Everyone Is Overly Sensitive ––––    you know the type, they are those people 

who are best known for making the worst jokes at the most inappropriate moments. 
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When other people react to the insensitivity of the joke, the low EI individual gets 

defensive. They just don’t understand why everyone is so sensitive.     

•••• They Just Can’t Listen They Just Can’t Listen They Just Can’t Listen They Just Can’t Listen –––– your opinion doesn’t matter because no matter what, they are 

right. Which means they will defend their opinion until the death while refusing to listen 

to what others are telling them. This is especially true if the argument is to do with 

emotions and the low EI person’s inability to understand how others feel. They are 

generally critical of the emotions of others and tend to be incredibly pessimistic.     

•••• An Inability To Accept Responsibility An Inability To Accept Responsibility An Inability To Accept Responsibility An Inability To Accept Responsibility ––––    it goes 

further than that, though. Not only can they 

not accept responsibility, they tend to blame 

others. So, when something goes wrong they 

can’t gain insight into how they may have 

contributed to the problem. Instead, they 

immediately blame someone else. It could be 

that they defend their role, claiming their hand was forced. Or, they just might not 

understand the situation at all. The end result is a low EI person feeling bitter as they are 

convinced they are the victim in the situation.     

•••• Unable To Cope With Situations That Are Emotionally Charged Unable To Cope With Situations That Are Emotionally Charged Unable To Cope With Situations That Are Emotionally Charged Unable To Cope With Situations That Are Emotionally Charged –––– it doesn’t matter what 

the strong emotions belong to them or to others. It’s just too difficult for them to 

comprehend. So, they will often walk away from these types of situations, just to avoid 

having to deal with all of the emotions. It’s also likely that they will attempt to hide their 

emotions.     

•••• Emotional Outbursts Emotional Outbursts Emotional Outbursts Emotional Outbursts ––––    being able to modulate your emotions is a key component of 

emotional intelligence. This is something that low EI people really struggle with. They 

can’t control their emotions because they just don’t understand that. Which means they 

are prone to sudden emotional outbursts. They seem uncontrollable and completely 

overblown.     
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•••• An Inability To Maintain Friendships An Inability To Maintain Friendships An Inability To Maintain Friendships An Inability To Maintain Friendships –––– it should come as no surprise that people with low 

emotional intelligence struggle to make (and maintain) friendships. They often appear to 

be unfeeling and are abrasive. Since close and healthy friendships require a give and take 

of support and compassion… it’s something that low EI people struggle with severely.     

•••• No Empathy No Empathy No Empathy No Empathy ––––    if someone is unable to understand emotion, they are going to have 

trouble showing empathy. How can they put themselves in the shoes of other people 

when they just can’t get their head 

around how that person might be 

feeling?     

•••• The Poker Face The Poker Face The Poker Face The Poker Face –––– low emotional 

intelligence isn’t just an inability to 

understand the emotions of others. It’s 

also the inability to express your 

emotions. If you can’t read others, there 

is a good chance they can’t read you either.     

•••• The Volume Button Is Broken The Volume Button Is Broken The Volume Button Is Broken The Volume Button Is Broken ––––    if someone reacts with big emotions it indicates they have 

a difficult time controlling their emotions. It doesn’t matter whether that emotion is a 

negative one or a positive one.     

•••• Unmoved Unmoved Unmoved Unmoved ––––    movies are an excellent way to gauge someone’s emotions. If someone 

remains unmoved by a particularly emotional film, then it’s a good indication that they 

have a low emotional intelligence.     

•••• Trivialize Emotions Trivialize Emotions Trivialize Emotions Trivialize Emotions –––– they may be aware of the existence of emotions, they just tend to 

downplay how important they are.     

•••• Poor Work Performance Poor Work Performance Poor Work Performance Poor Work Performance –––– a consistently poor work performance may be indicative of a 

low emotional intelligence. We know that top performers lean high on the emotional 
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intelligence level. So, it makes sense that consistently poor performers could have a low EI 

problem.    

•••• Constantly Criticizes Others Constantly Criticizes Others Constantly Criticizes Others Constantly Criticizes Others ––––    if you love to gossip, and criticize other people at every 

opportunity… well, you may have a low emotional intelligence problem. There is no 

benefit to this type of behavior. There is a difference between this and constructive 

criticism. If you are always trying to find fault with others, it may be time to ask yourself 

why.     

••••     Poor Teamwork and No Leadership Poor Teamwork and No Leadership Poor Teamwork and No Leadership Poor Teamwork and No Leadership ––––    even 

when you’re not in a leadership position, you 

may still show signs of being a leader. Part of 

being a leader is effectively communicating. 

Which means being able to express yourself 

and allow others to do the same. An inability 

to do this is the mark of a poor leader. If you 

can’t do that then a leadership position probably isn’t for you. A low intelligence leader 

won’t care about what their employees think and will abuse their authority. It doesn’t 

matter if they are competitive, it won’t make them effective if they can’t regulate their 

emotions.     

•••• They Don’t Do New They Don’t Do New They Don’t Do New They Don’t Do New –––– want to get out of your comfort zone? People with low emotional 

intelligence certainly don’t. They are just fine with following their routine and refuse to 

change. They don’t want to hear new ideas or try new experiences, nor do they want to 

be challenged.     

•••• Negativity Negativity Negativity Negativity –––– some people are just negative. We all go through negative phases when life 

gets us down. What we’re talking about is someone who is always looking for the 

negative in every situation. People with low emotional intelligence get sucked into that 

negative thinking. 
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•••• Giving Up and Giving In Giving Up and Giving In Giving Up and Giving In Giving Up and Giving In ––––    when faced with adversity, someone with high emotional 

intelligence will find a way to push through it. On the other hand, low emotional 

intelligence people just give up, give in, and walk away. If they can get away with not 

doing the thing, they will. Otherwise, they will do everything they can to delay it.     

•••• Bitter Bitter Bitter Bitter –––– we already mentioned bitterness. However, that was in relation to feeling like the 

victim. You feel bitter when you fail. The thing is that the failure might not have been that 

great in the first place, but the bitterness just amplifies it. Beyond that, though, you often 

feel bitter when other people are successful.     

•••• Unrealistic Standards Unrealistic Standards Unrealistic Standards Unrealistic Standards –––– you don’t just place these high expectations on yourself, you place 

them on others, too. This is often seen as a positive, but the problem arises when you 

create expectations that are impossible to meet. It’s essentially setting yourself up to fail, 

so you can continue the belief that you are a victim. It leads to depression, dejection, and 

growth paralysis.     
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5 Key Components Of Emotional Intelligence  

Emotional intelligence is a little awkward to understand, largely because many people haven't 

heard the term before. If your intelligence were 

mapped on a tree-diagram, emotional intelligence 

would be kind of in the middle: it's one of the 

aspects of overall intelligence, but it is also made 

up of various components.  

Understanding some of the key aspects of 

emotional intelligence should help you to 

understand the bigger picture of emotional 

intelligence a little better, as well as help you to 

identify opportunities to increase your emotional 

intelligence in your day to day life. 

Intrapersonal/Self-Awareness/Emotional Awareness 

Psychology Today explains that intrapersonal (self) awareness is the awareness of your own 

emotions. This self-awareness is exhibited by a profound knowledge of your feelings as they 

come in real time. Emotional and self-awareness also includes the ability to recognize and really 

understand your individual character, emotions, mood and also how these effect the people 

around you.  

In order to gain true emotional awareness, you will need one of the most important aspects of 

emotional intelligence, which is emotional literacy. This involves the ability to understand and 

communicate your emotions in a linguistic system. It involves recognizing and understanding 

emotions, but also knowing what those emotions are called. 

Emotional literacy is important for understanding and interpreting emotions for ourselves, but it 

is also key in interpreting the emotions of those around you. Think of your emotion related 
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vocabulary knowledge, does it even begin to cover the vast range of emotions that you have felt 

over your life time?  

Many people tend to ignore their emotions, 

especially when they are deemed unpleasant, 

unproductive, or somehow shameful. The real 

shame is that these people are ignoring important 

signs from their body that could lead them to a 

healthier and more fulfilling life. People with high 

intrapersonal awareness don't ignore these signs. 

People with high intrapersonal awareness also 

insist on "dancing to the beat of their own 

drums,” while those with a low awareness allow 

others to heavily influence their thoughts, feelings and even behaviors.  

How To Improve Self-Awareness 

• Begin to really get to know yourself and look at yourself objectively, introspection is key 

for complete self-awareness.  

• Meditation and mindfulness are key practices in learning and mastering self-awareness.  

• Learn how to recognize and name the emotions that you are experiencing. Review a list 

of emotions and their meanings. You might be surprised to learn that you really are not 

aware of the wide range of human emotions in existence. Reflect how various emotions 

apply in your life, how they feel, the effect they have on you and what triggers them in 

your life. 

• Identify what is causing your emotions. 

• Understand the difference between having the emotion and acting on it. 
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• Journaling and keeping an emotions diary can help you gain great awareness into your 

emotional states, and how they apply in your own life.  

• Check in with yourself several times daily to assess your emotions.  

• Emotional literacy can be improved by engaging with different people, who may have 

different vocabularies or different ways of expressing their thoughts and feelings.  

• Emotional literacy can also be improved through reading literature, especially poetry, 

which deals with a wide range of emotions with a vocabulary as varied as the author or 

poet. 

• When you feel something that society might tell you to ignore -- like sorrow, anger, or 

fear – take a moment to appreciate that you are having that emotion and ask yourself 

why or what you can do about it rather than just ignoring it. Never deny the emotion and 

take the time to process it before communicating it.  

• Brainstorm scenarios. Consider various situations and then predict how you might feel. 

Practice naming those feelings, and accepting them, both of which put you in control of 

your emotions and your emotional state. Then consider appropriate reactions to those 

feelings, think proactive versus reactive. 

 The emotions themselves can cloud your judgment, preventing you from thinking 

clearly, which can make your situation even harder to deal with. For example, instead of 

screaming at someone that you feel anger towards, consider steeping aside, calming 

down until you can calmly process and then return to that person and tell them how you 

felt. In this way you are being proactive instead of reactive.  
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Self-Regulation 

The New Yorker magazine reports that emotional Intelligence requires being aware of your 

emotions, but it’s as important to be able to manage and regulate those emotions. This 

component is rooted in understanding how to and being able to express emotions in appropriate 

ways. Sometimes this may be as simple as waiting for the 

right time and place.  

SelfSelfSelfSelf----regulation means taking responsibility for your own regulation means taking responsibility for your own regulation means taking responsibility for your own regulation means taking responsibility for your own 

behaviors and how you communicate your emotions. behaviors and how you communicate your emotions. behaviors and how you communicate your emotions. behaviors and how you communicate your emotions.     

For example, Joe throws a chair through a window in 

response to something Jon said that made Joe angry, this 

is an example of a very low or non-existent self-

regulation, and certainly not an appropriate way to 

communicate anger. 

Conversely, a healthy form of self-regulation occurs when 

Joe responds to his anger by walking away and taking a time out to calm down, process and 

reflect and then comes back to Jon to let him know how he feels.  

Avoidance is not self-regulation. When you avoid difficult feelings, you are denying the truth 

about your life, as well, which is never a healthy coping strategy. This is not helpful to finding 

solutions, nor does it allow you to take control of your emotional state or learn from your 

experiences.  

Only with awareness, direct acknowledgement and facing all your feelings head on can you 

achieve a proper level of self-regulation.  

When you focus on being proactive in how you handle your difficult emotions, you pay attention 

to how you can take action in your life, rather than blaming others or trying to ignore the cause 

of your strong feelings. 
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People with good self-regulation skills are highly adaptable to the changes around them as well 

as flexible in their thinking and behaviors. They excel at conflict management and dealing with 

difficult situations. Self-regulating people are also aware of their influence on people around 

them, and they own their actions.  

How To Improve Self-Regulation 

• It’s your choice, you do have a choice, did 

you know that? Stop blaming others for how 

you feel. Your feelings are your own, no one 

"makes you" anything, a popular way of 

phrasing emotions in our society that only 

serves a self-descriptive purpose and hinders 

interpersonal communication. This includes 

statements such as, "you make me mad" or 

"you make me sad" versus "I feel angry" or " I feel sad." According to RocheMartin, when 

you take responsibility for your feelings and realize that you have a choice in how you 

respond, you take back control of your emotional state and begin to self-regulate.  

• Determine your tolerance for frustration and know when to remove yourself from a 

situation. The same goes for anger.  

 

• Tackle your self-destructive behaviors.  

 

• Practice positive affirmations.  

 

• Play to your strengths.  

 

• Be accountable. 

• Eat a well-balanced diet, as what you put into your body has a huge impact over your 

emotional state. 
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• Implement activities that funnel your emotional energy, such as exercise and productive 

activities, which help prevent overwhelm and stress which fuels emotional outbursts. 

• Practice acceptance. Out of control behavior and thoughts are often rooted in a lack of 

acceptance. This means that if you cannot accept certain emotions you will fight them 

every step of the way.  

For some fear and anger are often those that trigger the need to evade, but once 

accepted and welcomed as a normal part of your emotional state and feelings that you 

will feel on occasion you can take back control and regulate instead of going into a flight 

or panic mode when these feelings come.  

Social Skills And Interpersonal Awareness 

Just as intrapersonal awareness is the ability to understand our own emotions, interpersonal 

awareness is the ability to understand the emotions of other people and where they come from. 

Many of us already have higher levels of 

interpersonal awareness than we realize or utilize.  

While we may know what feelings other people 

are experiencing, few of us are ready to consider 

why they might feel that way, where these 

emotions come from, and how they might impact 

that person's actions. 

Psychology Today reports that interpersonal awareness is important for effectively 

communicating with other people, as what a person is feeling when they say or do something 

can be an important context that many people overlook.  

The level of understanding that comes from high interpersonal awareness is key in forming 

relationships with people, whether romantic, platonic, or professional.  
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Those who have high levels of emotional intelligence have effective communication skills, 

collaborate, actively listen and unify others.  

Interpersonal awareness can also help you to feel good. If we understand what other people are 

feeling and why they may be feeling that way, we can try to be more conscientious of other 

people or even help them to address their own feelings in a constructive way.  

When other people are in a better mood, they are less likely to have a negative impact on the 

feelings of those around them. 

 How To Increase Interpersonal Awareness 

• Social skills can be greatly improved with practice, practice and more practice. Put 

yourself out there.  

• RocheMartin recommends getting off social media and getting back to being with people 

in person, after all this is true socialization. Get out there, you cannot learn social skills 

into you start socializing.  

• Daniel Goleman suggests identifying 

someone in your life that is good at a 

particular skill and observing how they 

behave. This is an ideal way to improve 

social skills, and even control of 

emotions, and then mimicking their 

behavior in your own life.  

• In order to increase interpersonal awareness, really listen to other people when they talk 

about their emotions. If someone complains about their day at work, pay attention rather 

than thinking about your own day or trying to think of a similar story that you can tell 

about yourself next.  
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• When you casually ask someone how they are doing, and they say, "I've been better," or 

"things are going great," ask them why they feel that way. 
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Empathy 

Empathy is understanding another's emotions. Where sympathy focuses on your understanding 

of the emotion that the other person is feeling, empathy focuses on your understanding of the 

human capacity to feel emotions. It has less to do 

with experience and more to do with 

understanding, putting yourself in someone else’s 

shoes and caring enough to do so.  

Empathy includes the ability to communicate and 

even lead by being able to understand what others 

are feeling, thinking and their viewpoints.  

Rather than treating the other person as someone similar to yourself as sympathy does, 

empathy is treating the other person as a unique individual with unique needs and experiences. 

Empathy is safer than sympathy in that empathy does not involve the comparison of emotions. It 

can also offer solutions like sympathy can, but in a more round-about way – largely because 

empathy does not require you to have been in the same situation.  

Tips To Improve Empathy Skills 

• Be approachable. 

• Helping through empathy usually involves a strategy called "reflective listening" (also 

called "radical listening") in which you help the person to interpret their own emotions.  

• Be open to others and take the time to care about and think of others 

• Put yourself in other’s shoes 
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Motivation 

Motivation is resilience, and in terms of emotional intelligence it is the ability to persevere 

regardless of challenges, failures or setbacks. Self-motivation describes an inner drive to remain 

committed to goals along with a readiness to act as 

needed to their end. 

People with high emotional intelligence push forward 

regardless of failures faced along the way never 

allowing frustrations to impede their progress. 

Commitment and initiative constantly move them 

towards the goal. 

How To Improve Motivation 

• Set one small goal to start, put it in writing, make it S.M.A.R.T. 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMART_criteria) and go after it. Decide that nothing will 

stand in your way. Keep adding goals that will serve as practice but build up to grander 

goals as you become practiced.  

• Maintain a positive mindset. 

• Begin to see problems, obstacles and setbacks as learning opportunities and not as 

failures but stepping stones.  

• Spend time with highly motivated people. 

• Ask for help as needed. 

• Be open to leaving your comfort zone.  

• Stay aware of your fear and tackle them head on. 
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List Of Emotions And Their Meanings 
 

There is a myriad of emotions within the human experience. In order to be emotionally well it is 

important to identify, understand and be aware of the feelings you experience in real time.  

Many find this difficult, as they are simply not in touch with what they feel, but in order to 

achieve a high level of emotional intelligence and emotional wellness it is important to know and 

understand your feelings. 

With every primary emotion comes secondary and tertiary emotions. There is a lot more to 

emotion than previously thought. It includes feelings, yes, but it also encompasses behavior, 

body, and mind.  

 

PRIMARY DEFINITION SECONDARY TERTIARY 

FEAR 

This survival mechanism is a 

holdover from evolution. When 

we are faced with a negative 

experience we react with fear. It 

might be a mild form of it, but it 

could be a paralyzing fear.  

Nervousness 

 

 

 

Horror 

Apprehension, distress, 

worry, anxiety, dread, 

uneasiness, scariness 

 

Terror, alarm, horror, 

panic, fright, 

mortification, hysteria. 

JOY 

With joy comes pleasure. It is 

happiness, a sense of 

contentment, security, and inner 

peace. It isn’t just positive 

thoughts, it’s positive actions, too.  

Cheerfulness  

 

 

 

Enjoyment 

 

 

Zest 

Happiness, amusement, 

euphoria, ecstasy, 

elation, bliss.  

 

Pleasure  

 

 

Enthusiasm, thrill, 

excitement. 
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PRIMARY DEFINITION SECONDARY TERTIARY 

SURPRISE 

When you are faced with an 

unexpected outcome, you will 

show surprise. Typically, this 

includes raised brows, forehead 

lines, dropped jaws. Reactions 

vary based on the level of 

surprise.  

 

Amazement 

 

Astonishment 

ANGER 

Anger is a natural reaction to 

betrayal, injustice, negligence, 

conflict or even humiliation. If you 

are experiencing active anger, 

there is a good chance someone 

will attack the target of that anger. 

However, if it’s passive, there will 

be a sulking hostility and tension.  

Rage 

 

Frustration 

 

Irritation  

 

Disgust 

Resentment, fury, 

loathing, wrath, hate, 

bitterness. 

 

Exasperation, jealousy.  

 

Aggravation, aggression, 

agitation, torment.  

 

Contempt, repulsion.  

ACCEPTANCE 

The process of consenting. 

Whether it’s an emotion, a fact, a 

situation or some type of gift. Of 

course, it is also related to 

relationships. When you yourself 

feel as though you are accepted 

into a group or situation. 

Trust 

 

Admiration 

 

 

Contentment, 

happiness.  

 

 
 

TRUST 
This positive emotion is related to 

your relationships.  

Admiration Acceptance 

ANTICIPATION 

The emotion of looking forward to 

something, whether it is an event, 

goal, or a person.  

Expectation  Interest, optimism, 

vigilance. 

CONTEMPT 

While it isn’t considered one of 

the official primary emotions it is 

worth noting. It’s a combination of 

anger and disgust.  

Annoyance Anger, rage.  
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PRIMARY DEFINITION SECONDARY TERTIARY 

DISAPPOINTMENT 

Disappointment shares a certain 

commonality with remorse. It’s 

the emotion that you are left with 

after your hopes fail to manifest.  

Grief Sadness, pensiveness.  

DISGUST 

When you are faced with 

something that is offensive, your 

go-to emotion is disgust.  

Offended Distaste, unpleasant.  

RESENTMENT 

This stems from a combination of 

three other emotions – 

disappointment, fear, and anger. 

Those three emotions lead to a 

resentment or bitterness.  

Bitterness Depression, agitation.  

WORRY 

Worry is a negative emotion that 

comes as the result of life’s 

anxieties. It is more difficult to 

handle when you are not 

equipped with the emotional skills 

required to process the perceived 

threat.   

Neuroticism Fear, attitude, anxiety. 

Affection 

You could associate affection with 

passion. There are different ways 

to communicate this emotion, 

whether it be through words of 

affirmation, touch, looks or the act 

of gift giving.  

Attraction Fondness 

Curiosity 

Curiosity is an emotion that is 

shared by humankind, as well as 

many species from the animal 

kingdom. It can be defined as 

being motivated by a desire to 

gain knowledge.  

Diligent  

 

Exploration, learning, 

investigation.  
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50 Tips For Raising Emotional Intelligence 

#1. #1. #1. #1. Observe Observe Observe Observe YourselfYourselfYourselfYourself    

 

In our busy lives filled with multitasking and commitments, it is easy to lose touch with how your 

life is affecting your emotions. At least five times per day (set an alarm on your phone to remind 

you), stop everything you are 

doing and take stock of your 

emotions.  

Breathe deeply for at least two 

minutes, notice what is 

happening to you emotionally at 

the time, and pay particular attention to the physical affects your emotions have on you. The 

more you practice this observational skill, the more you will be aware of how your emotions 

impact you as well as how you can influence your emotions.  

 

#2. Know your triggers#2. Know your triggers#2. Know your triggers#2. Know your triggers    

 

Another aspect of knowing and understanding your emotions is to be aware of those things in 

life that cause deep or strong emotional reactions from you. We all have our triggers. What are 

yours? Is it feeling threatened or abandoned?  

Do you react strongly when you are in danger of failing or of losing face? Observe your emotions 

and document those times when your reactions are strong, as this will help you identify your 

areas for growth. 
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#3. Listen and accept feedback from others. #3. Listen and accept feedback from others. #3. Listen and accept feedback from others. #3. Listen and accept feedback from others.     

 

When you are emotionally intelligent, you can listen to and consider the feedback of others. You 

do not always have to agree with the criticism of others,’ but you must be willing to hear their 

perspective and weigh it against your own understanding of your strengths and weaknesses. This 

may also help you see how your actions affect others.  

Canaday suggests, "Be intentional about that. Take active steps to 

do that. If you constantly surround yourself with people who 

believe just like you do, then you are hearing the same 

conversations, and you are not growing, and you are not learning 

to be open to perspectives." 

 

#4. You are responsible for yourself. #4. You are responsible for yourself. #4. You are responsible for yourself. #4. You are responsible for yourself.     

 

Emotional intelligence also means you understand that only you 

are responsible for yourself. It is essential that you stop blaming 

others and accept your role in your life’s ups and downs. Once 

you accept this responsibility, you can begin to act in ways that 

indicate you own your emotions, your actions, and your impact 

on other people.  

 

#5. Find a more productive emotion than anger. #5. Find a more productive emotion than anger. #5. Find a more productive emotion than anger. #5. Find a more productive emotion than anger.     

 

While anger can be a productive catalyst, it should not be the final emotion you experience 

related to a situation. Turn your anger, or whatever other powerful emotion you are feeling, into 

motivation to improve yourself or your situation. Getting better is more important than getting 

mad or even, so focus on the appropriate way to release your intense emotions and move 

forward positively.  
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#6. Focus on the positive. #6. Focus on the positive. #6. Focus on the positive. #6. Focus on the positive.     

 

When you experience positive emotions, you should 

celebrate them and be grateful for them, and when 

you do this, you are likely to experience even more 

positive emotions. Joy begets more joy.  

Intentionally seek out opportunities to experience joy, 

and you will find yourself more likely to bounce back 

quickly from adverse events. Daily gratitude activities, 

being kind and generous to others, exercise, and remembering happy times are all good ways to 

focus on the positive in your life.  

#7. Practice mindfulness regularly. #7. Practice mindfulness regularly. #7. Practice mindfulness regularly. #7. Practice mindfulness regularly.     

 

When you learn to pay attention on purpose to life as it unfolds in the moment, without 

judgment, you are practicing mindfulness. This non-judgmental observation of your feelings and 

thoughts elevates your awareness of your emotions and can bring you clarity about your own 

assumptions, emotions, perspectives, and biases. When you are mindful, you lower your chance 

of letting your negative emotions take over your life. 

 

#8. Relax. Reduce your stress. #8. Relax. Reduce your stress. #8. Relax. Reduce your stress. #8. Relax. Reduce your stress.     

 

When you are so busy that you don’t take the time to slow down and process, you can have an 

unexpected emotional outbreak. Relaxation exercises and other activities that reduce stress can 

help you better consider your emotions, which can avoid an emotional meltdown. Reducing 

stress can give you the patience and forethought to slow down and focus when feelings start to 

create friction, helping you keep life on an even keel.  
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#9. Practice deep breathin#9. Practice deep breathin#9. Practice deep breathin#9. Practice deep breathing.g.g.g.  

 

Your emotions have physical consequences. When you feel threatened, stressed, or highly 

emotional in any way, your body responds with physical symptoms that can include elevated 

blood pressure, a raising heart, shallow breathing. Just by slowing your breathing and getting 

more oxygen, you can lower your stress and get your emotions under control.  

Learning to breathe deeply can help you mitigate the effects of your feelings on your body. 

Concentrated breathing, with a focus on deep breathing and slowing your heart rate can help you 

gain control when things are tense.  

 

#10. Look for other perspectives. #10. Look for other perspectives. #10. Look for other perspectives. #10. Look for other perspectives.     

 

Every situation has multiple perspectives. When you 

become upset, it is essential to stop and consider 

alternative ways to explain whatever is causing your 

emotions. As an exercise, use your next emotional 

upset to practice looking for alternative perspectives to your situation. 

Even if you are unable to consider other perspectives, the time spent contemplating can help you 

cool down, which will allow you to formulate a more effective next move.  

#11. Set personal goals. #11. Set personal goals. #11. Set personal goals. #11. Set personal goals.     

 

When you have something to strive toward, you gain both long- and short-term motivation. 

Goals help you set targets, create a plan, and have something to look forward to. Pick goals based 

on your strengths and something that is relevant to your life.  

You should also make your goal achievable and exciting. Setting the goals and making the plan 

are healthy exercises in themselves. And, when you start to experience successful progress, you 

will have new motivation and a reason to be happy.  
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#12. Your intuitio#12. Your intuitio#12. Your intuitio#12. Your intuition can be trusted. n can be trusted. n can be trusted. n can be trusted.     

 

When you are trying to make a difficult decision, trust what your intuition is telling you. Your 

subconscious picks up on all kinds of clues your conscious mind often ignores, and when your gut 

is speaking powerfully to you, it is time to listen.  

#13. Practice empathy. #13. Practice empathy. #13. Practice empathy. #13. Practice empathy.     

 

Putting yourself in others’ shoes is a hallmark of emotional intelligence. When you consider 

others’ perspectives and are 

aware of those around you, you 

can more effectively connect 

with others and empathize with 

their situation. Empathy can not 

only help you treat others better but also learn something more about yourself.  

 

#14. Work on active listening. #14. Work on active listening. #14. Work on active listening. #14. Work on active listening.     

 

 A key to understanding others, as well as controlling your own emotions in stressful situations, is 

listening actively to others. Active listening is not only respectful but helps you connect with the 

other person better. Active listening helps you empathize, and it can teach you new skills. 

#15. Focus on your actions.#15. Focus on your actions.#15. Focus on your actions.#15. Focus on your actions.    

 

You may also not be aware of how your emotions affect what you do, how you treat others, and 

how others respond to you. When you consciously focus on your behavior, including how your 

behavior affects others, you can see the consequences of your emotions and learn to make 

better decisions. 
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#16. Bec#16. Bec#16. Bec#16. Become curious about new people.ome curious about new people.ome curious about new people.ome curious about new people.    

 

When you enlarge your social circle and go out of your way to meet new people, you are more 

likely to be exposed to new and interesting ideas, alternative perspectives, and different ways of 

living. All of these help you have more awareness of the diversity of the world, and it can help 

you be more empathetic as well as in tune with your own unique qualities.  

#17. Question your beliefs.#17. Question your beliefs.#17. Question your beliefs.#17. Question your beliefs.    

 

As we get older, it becomes easier to become 

more ingrained in our thoughts, opinions, and 

belief structures. You become reinforced in your 

beliefs by the people with whom you surround 

yourself, and you rarely have your views 

challenged. 

Step outside your bubble and read others’ perspectives, talk to people with different opinions, 

and take time to learn about the other side. This may reinforce your own beliefs, or it may force 

you to think differently in some areas.  

 

#18. Know what causes negative feelings.#18. Know what causes negative feelings.#18. Know what causes negative feelings.#18. Know what causes negative feelings.    

 

 Reflection on your negative emotions can help you better understand them. When negative 

feelings begin, or after you’ve come through a patch where you felt negatively, consider how you 

deal with these, where they come from, and how you can keep these from becoming so strong in 

the future. You don’t have to stop negative feelings but learning to deal with them more 

effectively is a crucial life skill.  
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#19. Remember#19. Remember#19. Remember#19. Remember----    it’s a marathon, not a sprint.it’s a marathon, not a sprint.it’s a marathon, not a sprint.it’s a marathon, not a sprint.    

    

Learning to understand and be more in control of your emotions is a lifelong process, and you are 

not going to master it overnight. Develop everyday habits rather than expect a miracle 

turnaround instantly and get into the mindset that it’s about lifelong personal growth.  

 

#20. Know your motivations.#20. Know your motivations.#20. Know your motivations.#20. Know your motivations.    

    

We all have core motivations that guide us. 

Motivation is particularly helpful when obstacles 

arise, or we have some amount of failure, as they 

can keep us going. Take time to consider and 

understand what motivates you, which will help 

you push yourself to complete difficult tasks and 

reach higher goals.  

#21. Assess your emotional skills.#21. Assess your emotional skills.#21. Assess your emotional skills.#21. Assess your emotional skills.    

 

When you have emotional intelligence, you have self-awareness and can recognize your 

strengths and weaknesses. Take some real time to think about all aspects of your emotional 

health and intelligence and create an action plan for self-improvement in the areas you see are 

most crucial for your development.  

 

#22. Pay attention to signals from your body.#22. Pay attention to signals from your body.#22. Pay attention to signals from your body.#22. Pay attention to signals from your body.    

 

Your body is always sending you signals about how your life and emotions are affecting you. From 

a clenched stomach to a fluttering heart, your body sends clues to tell you when you are 

stressed, happy, nervous, or excited. Tune into these, and you can better process your emotions 

using rational thought rather than just gut reaction.  
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#23. Write it down.#23. Write it down.#23. Write it down.#23. Write it down.    

 

Keeping a journal of your emotions can help you get a better handle on what you are 

experiencing and how well you are dealing with life. Document the details of your day, including 

your reactions to things that happened. Highlight where problems arose and use this information 

to set goals for the next day.  

 

#24. Prediction and naming can help. #24. Prediction and naming can help. #24. Prediction and naming can help. #24. Prediction and naming can help.     

 

When you are about to enter a tough situation, 

take some time to predict how you will feel. 

Name the emotions and accept that this is going 

to cause you to feel this way. The act of naming gives you more control over those emotions and 

helps you recognize them when they occur. As a part of your prediction, select the appropriate 

reaction you will have. This act ahead of time makes it more likely you will follow through on that 

reaction in the moment.  

 

#25. Ask others.#25. Ask others.#25. Ask others.#25. Ask others.    

 

Sometimes, it can be hard to gauge just exactly what you are feeling. What you may not know is 

others are often very in tuned with how you feel. For a better assessment, sometimes it is good 

to ask a loved one who knows you well to help you identify your emotions based on your 

outward behavior. The answers may provide surprise and insight.  

 

#26. Say “No” to drama.#26. Say “No” to drama.#26. Say “No” to drama.#26. Say “No” to drama.    

 

With emotional intelligence comes the understanding that others’ emotions and lives cannot 

control your own. While you can have empathy for others’ problems, and you can offer people 
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advice and support, their problems are their problems, not yours. Being able to separate that 

drama from yourself is an essential life skill.  

 

#27. Don’t be so quick to judge yourself.#27. Don’t be so quick to judge yourself.#27. Don’t be so quick to judge yourself.#27. Don’t be so quick to judge yourself.    

    

When you start to pay attention and know your feelings a little better, you may get into a habit of 

judging or editing your emotions quickly. Watch out for this. 

You need time to process and fully consider what you are 

feeling, and healthy feelings are very likely to rise and fall on 

their own, with you editing them. It’s okay for those regular 

cycles to take place. Cutting yourself off can lead to feelings 

of frustration and stress.     

#28. Use movement to change your attitude.#28. Use movement to change your attitude.#28. Use movement to change your attitude.#28. Use movement to change your attitude.    

If you are struggling with a spiral of emotion, try doing 

something active. Changing what your body is doing can 

often change your mind about what you are thinking. Just breaking up your routine with 

something new is usually enough to help you think of a new way to consider your emotions or 

break the pattern you are in.  

 

#29. Stick to a schedule.#29. Stick to a schedule.#29. Stick to a schedule.#29. Stick to a schedule.    

    

Emotional intelligence is also about controlling your own behavior in addition to your emotions 

and following a daily schedule can help you do this. Schedules help you achieve goals, allow 

people to be able to rely on you, and give you a sense of control over your time. Sticking to a 

schedule is more important than making it, so be sure you follow through.  

 

#30. Work on approachability. #30. Work on approachability. #30. Work on approachability. #30. Work on approachability.     
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Others may not feel your emotional intelligence if you are not approachable. Work on being as 

accessible to your colleagues, friends, and family as you can, and focus on ways to improve your 

relationships with others, if this seems to be a problem in your emotional development.  

#31. You are what you eat.#31. You are what you eat.#31. You are what you eat.#31. You are what you eat.    

 

The food you eat has an incredible effect on your emotions, and when you don’t eat a healthy, 

balanced diet, it is difficult to regulate your mood and control your emotions. Healthy food 

provides you with the nutrients you need to regulate hormones, and those same nutrient impact 

your neurotransmitters, which send the signals to 

and from your brain you interpret as emotions. 

Good food leads to good moods.  

#32. How you say things is as important as what #32. How you say things is as important as what #32. How you say things is as important as what #32. How you say things is as important as what 

you say.you say.you say.you say.    

 

Your body language, tone, and other silent 

signals play a crucial role in how others 

understand you. If you want to improve how you communicate with other people, consider how 

your nonverbal communication could be improved to convey your message better and not 

merely your emotional state.  

 

#33. Watch your critical voice.#33. Watch your critical voice.#33. Watch your critical voice.#33. Watch your critical voice.    

 

 While others may benefit from constructive feedback, remember that critical words can destroy 

someone’s emotions. When you are communicating about improvement with someone else, talk 

with them as you would want someone else to convey the same message to you. They are 

human and have the same emotions as you, so treat them as you would want to be treated.  
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#34. #34. #34. #34. Leave your comfort zone.Leave your comfort zone.Leave your comfort zone.Leave your comfort zone.    

 

Reaching your goals and realizing your potential will most likely require you to do things you’ve 

never done before. Being comfortable with the unknown is scary for many, so practice this in 

small measures to prepare you for when life will offer you opportunities that may frighten you 

but also can help you realize a vision.  

 

#35. You can think about it too much.#35. You can think about it too much.#35. You can think about it too much.#35. You can think about it too much.    

 

Dwelling on your emotions, especially very 

negative ones, can be a harmful act. There is a 

time to stop contemplating and move on, as 

prolonged introspection can just amplify what 

you are feeling.  

When you have emotional intelligence, you are able to look inward but also recognize when it is 

time to be present in your life and move forward.  

 

#36. Goals need a plan.#36. Goals need a plan.#36. Goals need a plan.#36. Goals need a plan.    

 

 When setting new goals, whether personal or professional, you should be realistic in your aims, 

create actionable steps to completion, and remember that change is going to happen. Without 

these pieces, your goals are just dreams, but with them, you are more likely to achieve what you 

seek.  

 

#37. #37. #37. #37. Remember that trust must be earned.Remember that trust must be earned.Remember that trust must be earned.Remember that trust must be earned.  

Others are not supposed to trust you just because you want them to, and trust must be earned. 

Not everyone trusts easily, and you must accept that you may need to earn, and keep earning, 

someone’s trust.  
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Once trust is broken, it can be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to get back, so be sure you 

are trustworthy. And people will not often trust you if you do not trust them, so be sure you 

communicate when you are trusting of other people. 

 

#38. Pick one aspect, and work on it.#38. Pick one aspect, and work on it.#38. Pick one aspect, and work on it.#38. Pick one aspect, and work on it.    

 

If you want to improve your emotional intelligence, or any aspect of your emotional health, pick 

one skill, and work on it. Practice it, observe yourself and others using this skill, become aware of 

it, and make a plan to improve. Without this 

intentional focus, you won’t see the kind of 

improvement that can make a difference in your 

overall emotional stability and intelligence.  

#39. Ask for help.#39. Ask for help.#39. Ask for help.#39. Ask for help.    

 

 While working on personal development goals, it 

can feel a little lonely, and you will not always have 

the answers. When you need help, ask for it. While many times, that help can come from friends 

and family who know you well, sometimes, you may need to talk with a professional about other 

issues. There’s no shame in needing help and seeking assistance from others is a sign of 

emotional intelligence.  

 

#40. Curb your negativity. #40. Curb your negativity. #40. Curb your negativity. #40. Curb your negativity.     

 

When you understand how to curb your cynicism and negativity, you can achieve emotional 

intelligence. It’s okay to acknowledge those thoughts, but you must remember that focusing on 

them too much just brings more negativity into your mind, so know when to walk away from 

them.  
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#41. Focus on positive thinking, instead.#41. Focus on positive thinking, instead.#41. Focus on positive thinking, instead.#41. Focus on positive thinking, instead.    

 

Any negative can be turned into a positive, with the right mindset. An optimistic outlook is 

essential for staying motivated and maintaining resilience, so focus on how this negative 

experience is instead an opportunity to learn and try again. Keep positive people in your life, as 

this can significantly affect how you feel, as well.  

 

#42. Don’t dwell on the past too m#42. Don’t dwell on the past too m#42. Don’t dwell on the past too m#42. Don’t dwell on the past too much.uch.uch.uch.    

 

Living in the past is an unhealthy path that does not 

allow for emotional growth. Learn from your 

mistake, move on, and implement better choices 

and changes today, instead of focusing on regrets or 

past failures. When you live in the present, you can 

grow your emotional intelligence.  

#43. Take a break.#43. Take a break.#43. Take a break.#43. Take a break.    

 

When emotions run high, when you are stressed, or when you need to process what is 

happening, just take a break. Walk around the block, the house, or the office, stretch your legs 

and your mind, and you will often be able to process your emotions more effectively when you 

return to the situation. 
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#44. Cultivate face#44. Cultivate face#44. Cultivate face#44. Cultivate face----totototo----face relationships.face relationships.face relationships.face relationships.    

    

 While social media can be helpful for maintaining contact with distant friends, it is important not 

to live solely in this world. Engage with friends in real time, enjoy the physical company of others 

in the present, and expand your social skills beyond social media.  

 

#4#4#4#45555. Stop complaining.. Stop complaining.. Stop complaining.. Stop complaining.    

 

Complaints are not productive or 

empowering. Instead of focusing on placing 

blame or assigning fault to a situation, those 

with emotional intelligence instead focus on 

finding solutions and moving forward. 

 

 

 

#4#4#4#46666. Don’. Don’. Don’. Don’t avoid your uncomfortable feelings.t avoid your uncomfortable feelings.t avoid your uncomfortable feelings.t avoid your uncomfortable feelings.    

 

Whether in social situations or dealing with your own emotions, it can be very easy to change the 

subject when we start to feel uncomfortable. Distraction is a coping mechanism many of us use 

to avoid topics we don’t like or emotions with which we do not wish to deal. Try to avoid these, 

especially in your own internal dialogue. Focus instead on why you are uncomfortable and find 

space for setting new goals.  
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#4#4#4#47777. Look for patterns.. Look for patterns.. Look for patterns.. Look for patterns.    

    

When getting a handle on difficult emotions, it can be helpful to identify times in the past when 

you have felt the same way. What situations have caused similar feelings before? While your 

current emotional state may be about what is happening today, it could also be more about 

something that occurred in your past. Look for not just patterns of emotions but also your 

reactions, to help you learn how not to handle these emotions in the present.  

 

#4#4#4#48888. Be open to others.. Be open to others.. Be open to others.. Be open to others.    

 

 Connecting with others is much easier when you are open to sincere exchange. Listen, connect, 

and share with others, so that you can build empathy and they can connect with you, as well. 

While opening yourself up may seem frightening for some, it is the only way to start true 

friendships and build your emotional intelligence.  

 

#49. Rate your emotions.#49. Rate your emotions.#49. Rate your emotions.#49. Rate your emotions.    

    

When you first start out working on building emotional intelligence, it can be helpful to not only 

name your emotions but also to a score to your well-being. How do you feel today, on a scale of 

zero to ten? What things have contributed to your high or low score, and what does this tell you 

about your emotional intelligence?  
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#50. Embrace the unknown.#50. Embrace the unknown.#50. Embrace the unknown.#50. Embrace the unknown.    

 

Building emotional intelligence is all about accepting what you cannot control, dealing effectively 

with challenges, and maintaining the right outlook in life. By embracing, rather than fearing, the 

unknown in life, you will be better able to cope with the obstacle life will always include, and you 

can take advantages of all the opportunities that come your way, as well.  
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Testing Your EI 
 

Daniel Goleman recommends the following tests to Daniel Goleman recommends the following tests to Daniel Goleman recommends the following tests to Daniel Goleman recommends the following tests to apply measures related to his books and apply measures related to his books and apply measures related to his books and apply measures related to his books and 

other publicationsother publicationsother publicationsother publications    in the Harvard Business Reviein the Harvard Business Reviein the Harvard Business Reviein the Harvard Business Reviewwww::::    

• Emotional and Social Competence Inventory (ESCI)Emotional and Social Competence Inventory (ESCI)Emotional and Social Competence Inventory (ESCI)Emotional and Social Competence Inventory (ESCI) 

(http://www.haygroup.com/leadershipandtalentondemand/Products/Item_Details.aspx?

ItemID=58&type=1)  

• ESCI Technical MaESCI Technical MaESCI Technical MaESCI Technical Manunununual 

(http://www.eiconsortium.org/pdf/ECI_2_0_Technical_Manual_v2.pdf) –  

• The ESCIThe ESCIThe ESCIThe ESCI----UUUU 

(http://www.haygroup.com/leadershipandtalentondemand/Products/Item_Details.aspx?

ItemID=43&type=7) is designed for use at the college and graduate school level. 

• Emotional iEmotional iEmotional iEmotional intelligence tests ntelligence tests ntelligence tests ntelligence tests evaluations conducted byevaluations conducted byevaluations conducted byevaluations conducted by    the Consortium for Research on the Consortium for Research on the Consortium for Research on the Consortium for Research on 

Emotional Intelligence in OrganizationsEmotional Intelligence in OrganizationsEmotional Intelligence in OrganizationsEmotional Intelligence in Organizations - 

http://www.eiconsortium.org/measures/measures.html 

Harvard University recommends Harvard University recommends Harvard University recommends Harvard University recommends these online tests...these online tests...these online tests...these online tests... 

• Psychology Today Emotional Intelligence Test Psychology Today Emotional Intelligence Test Psychology Today Emotional Intelligence Test Psychology Today Emotional Intelligence Test ----    

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/test/3203 

• Mind Tools Mind Tools Mind Tools Mind Tools ----    https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/ei-quiz.htm 

• Institute For Health And Human PotentialInstitute For Health And Human PotentialInstitute For Health And Human PotentialInstitute For Health And Human Potential    test test test test ----    https://www.ihhp.com/free-eq-quiz/ 

• Talent Smart Talent Smart Talent Smart Talent Smart ----    http://www.talentsmart.com/products/emotional-intelligence-

appraisal.php 

• MayerMayerMayerMayer----SaloveySaloveySaloveySalovey----Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) ----    Developed by Peter 

Salovey, Jack Mayer and David Caruso -  http://ei.yale.edu/publication/measuring-

emotional-intelligence-mayer-salovey-caruso-emotional-intelligence-test-msceit. 
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Final Thoughts 

While your IQ is mostly set throughout your lifetime, your emotional intelligence is not. You can 

increase your EQ. It will benefit you in every area of your life and all it requires is practices and 

the will to do better. We often float through life without taking note of our emotions.  

However, you can’t make wise decisions without getting in touch with your emotions. It’s 

important that you learn how to respond to emotions, 

instead of merely reacting to them.  

What’s the difference?  

Responding means you identify emotions and use that 

knowledge to positively advance the situation. 

Remember, it doesn’t matter what your job title is. Your 

bank account balance doesn’t mean anything. We all 

have worth and you are not above or below anyone. So, 

not only should you avoid putting people down, you 

should avoid elevating anyone on a pedestal, even 

yourself.  

By growing your EQ, you will become a more productive, compassionate, kind person. A high EQ 

promotes success in your personal, professional and social life! 

Stay well and take care!Stay well and take care!Stay well and take care!Stay well and take care!    

 


